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there are two main ways to make money in
mass effect 2. the first is to work as a
mercenary. the way you make money in this is
to kill the aliens who are attacking the planet
or making forts on your homeworld. the
second is to complete side missions that are
scattered throughout the galaxy. each time
you complete one of these missions, you're
rewarded with credits. the problem with this is
that some side missions can get rather
tedious. luckily, this mod nexus.mod.tools lets
you skip those tedious missions with ease. this
mod is a great addition for players looking to
make a quick buck. you can make a ton of
money in a short amount of time, but you'll
have to avoid the faction missions. mass
effect 2 has a variety of achievements to
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unlock. most are pretty easy to get, but a few
can be quite tricky. this nexus.mod.tools mod
makes those achievements easier to get. all
you have to do is get a certain number of kills
for the achievement, but this mod will reduce
the amount of times you have to do so. this is
a great mod for those of you looking to
complete more achievements in a shorter
amount of time. earlier in the week we shared
a mod that can turn off shiny objects in the
game. however, being a mass effect mod, the
mod is more than just a little bit of fun. the
mod also has a companion who helps in the
companion search by providing a map of the
galaxy and other bonuses. the companion is
named "cerberus chief of staff." the mass
effect mod scene has been pretty active
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lately. recently, there has been a complete
overhaul of the game. sadly, it's not for the
original release, but rather the mass effect 2
remaster. if you're interested in seeing what
the new mass effect mod is like, check out the
mod page.

Mass Effect 3 Mods Miranda

this is an incredible mod that replicates the
cutscenes from mass effect 2 to mass effect 3
for your enjoyment. this is a very early version
of the mod, and there are still some bugs with
the mod, but it's a very good start. the mod is
hosted on nexus mods. the miranda episode
gives us a few major improvements over the
previous mod. first, we now get the option to
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decide how much of the conversation you
want to hear. prior to this, it was all or

nothing. if you wanted to hear the
conversation, then you had to hear it all. now,

there's an option to pick and choose which
parts you want to hear. this is a great

improvement. we also get a few more scenes
in the conversation with miranda. this mod is

hosted on nexus mods. this is a mod that adds
a new party member to the game. the

character is adyas, who is a'special agent' in
the citadel security department. the mod

works perfectly with the other mods and skins
already available in the game, but it requires

the character to be equipped with the shepard
skin. the mod is hosted on nexus mods. the

miranda companion appreciation mod unlocks
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the companion app for miranda. this is a fun
mod because you can use the app on all of

your characters and still have the app unlock
on miranda. the mod is hosted on nexus
mods. mass effect 3 addresses this issue

through the implementation of the player's
journal. your journal is a chart that represents

your character, and a small scroll at the
bottom of the chart allows shepard to record

his or her thoughts. shepard can use the
journal to view his or her progress, and see

the consequences of actions in the series. the
journal is also important for keeping track of
your options as shepard can often have a lot

on his or her plate, and it's easy to forget
what your decisions did or did not do.
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